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Assuming O+, a perfectly normal 3-dimensional manifold M is constructed with the property 
that M = U,,<,, M, where each M, is an open connected metric subspace of M with UPC, Mp 5 
Mm. 
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normal manifold perfect V=L o+ 
Once upon a time [3,2], with help from P. Zenor, I proved that the existence of 
a perfectly normal nonmetrizable manifold is undecidable in Zermelo Fankel Set 
Theory. 
If M is a connected (which we assume without loss of generality) perfectly normal 
nonmetrizable manifold, either: 
(I) M = U,<w, M, where each A4, is a connected metric submanifold of M 
with lJpc u MD 5 M,, or 
(II) M has a connected metric submanifold S such that 3 is hereditarily separable 
but not Lindeliif. 
The M constructed in [2] from the Continuum Hypothesis is of type (II), it is 
2-dimensional, and the construction is fairly elementary. The purpose of this paper 
is to construct an M of type (I). We assume O+, the example is 3-dimensional, and 
the construction quite messy. I bother because: 
(a) the need for a 3-dimensional manifold is rare in set theoretic topology, and 
(b) constructing an M of type (I) seems a first step toward answering another 
current question [l, 41: must every perfectly normal manifold be collection- 
wise normal? 
Theorem. 0’ implies there is a perfectly normal manifold M = LJacW, M, such that 
each M, is a connected metric open submanifold of M and Upcu MP s M,. 
Ot is the statement: For each CY <w, there is a countable set &a of subsets of (Y 
such that, if A c w,, there is a c.u.b. (closed and unbounded) C in w, with both An CY 
and C n (Y in & for every cr E C. 
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Let D be the open unit disk {z E C 11 z I< l} in the complex plane. Let L = w, x [0, 1) 
with the lexicographic order topology, i.e. L is the ‘long line’. We use p for the 
ordinary product topology on X = D x L. For CY E w, we let L, be the subspace 
LY x [0, 1) of L, X, = D x L,, and, for I E L, D, = D x (1). We eventually define a new 
topology 7 on X and the manifold M of our theorem is (X-D,,,,, T). 
Notation. If Y c 2 and (T is a topology on 2, then ( Y, r) denotes Y with its subspace 
of (2, a) topology. For I E L, D, will always be assumed to have the (D,, p) topology, 
i.e. its topology as a copy of D. We say h : D + D is homotopic to the identity if there 
is a continuous H : (D x I) + D such that H 1 (D x {t}) is a homeomorphism for all 
tE I and H((z,O))= h(z) and H((z, l))= z for all ZE D. 
The Continuum Hypothesis, which is implied by O+, implies the existence of a 
one-to-one correspondence rr: w, + X with n=(a) E X, for all (Y E wi - (0). 
By induction, for each (Y E w, , we define a topology r, on X0+,, a homeomorphism 
fa : (x2, P) + (X,, T,), and, if (Y is a limit, sets %m and 7t, of subsets of X,. Our 
induction hypotheses are: 
(1) If P <a, (X,+1 , TV) is an open subspace of (X0+,, 7,). 
(2) r,={UCXol+,Ithere is an open V in (X,+,,p) such that U=(V-X,)u 
f,(VnX,)l. 
(3) If I E L,, fa(D,) = D, and fa r D, is homotopic to the identity. If cr = p + 1, 
fa 1 X, =fP and fa 1 (X, -X0) is the identity. 
(4) If cr is a limit, ZE L, and K is the union of finitely many members of 71a, 
then K n D, is compact and K n D, = 4 unless (0,O) < I < (q 0). We let Z,, be the 
component of D, - K whose closure is not compact. Let 2, = U{Z,, ) Z E L}; then 
ZK n X,+1 is open in (Xa+,, 7,). 
(5) Suppose (Y is a limit and let 7, be the topology on X, which has lJpce TV 
as a basis. Unless otherwise mentioned we assume X, (and its subspaces) have the 
7, topology. 
Let Qa = {(B, C) E ~2: 10 E B and B and C are c.u.b. in a}. Let 
P,={(A,B,C)E,PP~,I(B,C)EQ, and 
forallpEB:(l) r(Anp)=Xanr(A)and 
(2) for some y E (0,l) 
r(A) n D,,,, = @ if x E [0, y)}. 
For each (B, C) E Qa and n E w we define Hec, c X, and Tsc-,, c (Y. For each 
(A, B, C) E Pa, a < b E w, and n E w, we define HABCahn c X, and rABCahn c (Y. 
R, is the set of all of these H’s and 7C, = lJpGm x0. 
Suppose HE Re. We call the r having the same subscript as H ‘the r for H’. 
Then 0 E r, r is c.u.b. in (Y, H n Dcr,,,) = @ for all y E r, and, if y’ is the successor 
of y in r, then (X,.-X,) n H is compact. Also there is an H’E 2Ya such that the 
r for H and the r for H’ are the same but H c (interior H’). 
If (B, C) E QO, let ABC = {limit 6 < (Y 1 (B n 6, C n S) E Q8}. Similarly, if (A, B, C) E 
P,, let AABC = {limit S < (Y ((A n 6, B n 8, C n 8) E P8}. 
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For 6 E ABC, HBC, n XS = HcB~&)cc.,+)~ and ~BC,, n S = rt~n~)c~n31n- For 6 E 
A ABC-, HABCohn X6 = ff~An8~~B17fi~~~nR)oh, and rABCubn n 8 = r,Anfi)~RnS,~CnS,obn. 
This concludes our induction hypotheses. 
Since (1) and (2) determine 7. from fa, and (3) determines fa for nonlimit (Y, 
and YC, is determined by {x0 Ip G a}, we only need to define %$, and fa for limit 
(Y. So suppose LY is a limit in w,. We first define %,. 
Suppose (B, C)E Qn and ~=sup AHC. If u = a define HBC.,, = 
U{H (~nfij,cnfi)n 16 E ARC‘). If a< cx for each n E w choose a compact S, in 
(X,,~,)suchthat s,=(interiorS,+,)andU..,S,,=X,-(X,~U{D~~,~)IP~B}). 
Then define Her,, = HcRn~,r)cC.r\lrln u S,. (Use Ha,@, = @ if u = 0.) Define rBc-, = B 
in all cases. 
Suppose (A, B, C) E Pcy, b E w, and u = sup A,,,-. If a < b and n E w, let H,, = 
U{H iAnS)(Bofi)cC.nS)ahn 16 E AABc’) and ran = u {r(Anfi)(Bnfi)(C.nfi)ohn 16 E AABC}. 
Take H AHCohn = H,, and rABC.ahn = r,, u ( LY - U) unless: 
(*) There exist (T = PO < p, < * 4 . in B, cofinal with CK, and for each i > 0 in w, a 
set K, which is the union of b terms { Ki, 1 a < 6) of Yt,, such that Z,, n T(A) n 
(X,, -Xc) = @. 
Suppose (*) and that r,, is the r for K,,. For some cy, s PI, K,, E SV,, and thus 
r,, is c.u.b. in CY,. For each n E w choose Kian E %!$, all having r,, as their r so that 
Kiao = Ki, and Kiun = (interior K,,(,+,,); such exist by (5). By the definition P,, for 
each i E w, there is y; E (0, 1) such that T(A) n DcB,,xj = @ for all x E [0, y,). 
Finally, if (*), define 
H ABC.ahn= Hm” u (K,s+,,m-(&< u u D,,,,,,)) 
ItW \-110, ,,,I 
and 
I ARCahn=ranu{PiIiEW}~ u ((r,,+,,,,u{(Yi+l})-P,). 
IEW 
The Ra (and induced .7t,), so defined, inductively satisfy (5). 
As a first step toward definingf,, we define a homeomorphism g: (X,, p) + (X,,T;) 
as follows. Choose 0 = (Y” < (Y, <. . . cofinal with a. For each n E w let H, be the 
homotopy which testifies to the fact that f<“,,  , r Dccy,,,Oj is homotopic to the identity; 
let F, be the homotopy which testified to fu,,,z 1 Dcn,,+,,Dl being homotopic to the 
identity. Define g(p) =fa,,+>(p) if p E D,,,., for some ((Y,, + 1) ‘-p G (a,,+,) and, for 
all ZED, nEw, and x~[O,l], let g((z,a,,x)) be (H,,(z,~x),~,,x) if xs$ and 
(F,(z, 1-2x), a,, x) if x 2 4. Observe that g 1 D, is homotopic to the identity for all 
IE L,. 
We pause here to prove a weak version of (4). 
Lemma 1. If K is a finite union of members of .7C,, then Z, n X, is open in (X,, ra). 
Proof. Suppose K = K,u K, u. . . u K, with each K, E Yt,, and that p E Z,, for some 
I E L,. We need to find a T, neighborhood of p contained in 2,. 
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Let k be the set of all j G i for which there exists an H, E UP_ 2?, and a compact 
interval 4 of L,, having 1 in its interior, such that (D x J,) n K, = (II x 4) n H,. 
Clearly j E k if Ki E lJPca %f, or K, = HABCohn E 2Ya or Kj = Hscn E 5Ym and either 
u=supdBc=~ or (u,OO>~Z in L, or l=(y,O) for some ygrBCn. Thus if jak, 
Kj = HBC~ E %‘, and there is y 2 (T with y E rscn and (y, O} < I< (y’, 0) where y’ is 
the successor of y in rscn. In this case we take 53 = [(y, 0), (y’, 0)] and observe that 
(D x 4) n K, in a compact subset of (D x J,, 7,). Let K” = IJ {(D x Ji) n Kj ( j& k} 
andI=U{.lIj~k}.Theng-‘(K”) is a compact subset of the interior of the ordinary 
cylinder (D x 1, p). Since I is homeomorphic to [0, 11, we can choose a circle S in 
D so g-‘( K *) c (inside S) x 1. Choose S large enough so, if S, = S x {I}, then g(S,) c 
Z,,. Since p E ZiK, there is an arc T from p to g(S,) lying in Z,,. 
Let H=U{H,ljEk} and J = n {J, 1 j s i}. By hypothesis, 2, n X, is open in 
(X,, 7,). So each point t E S, u gP1( T) has a product neighborhood U, x V, in 
(D x J, p) with g( U, x V,) = (Z, -K*). Since finitely many U, x Vr’s cover S,u 
g-‘(T), by taking V to be the intersection of these V,‘s and U to be the union of 
the corresponding U,‘s, we can find a single product neighborhood U x V of 
S, u gP’( T) in (D x J, p) with g( U x V) c (2, - K*), U connected, and V an open 
subinterval of J. 
We claim that g( U x V) = Z, and hence that p has a neighborhood as desired. 
For suppose there were q E g( U x V) - 2,. Say q E D, for some u E V Let C be the 
D, boundary of Z,, ; C is a compact subset of K and, if Y is the component of 
D, - C containing q, y is a compact subset of Y u C containing the connected 
g( U x {v}). Thus g(C) = D, -((interior S) x { 0)); and C n K * = @. So C = H and 
Yc ( Y u H) which contradicts q E 2,. 0 
Having proved Lemma 1 and defined g, we now work more directly on the 
definition of fe. Choose {K, 1 n E co} such that each K, is a finite union of members 
of rc,, K, = K,+,, and, for every K E Yt,, there is an n E w with K c K,. 
Let W,={AE&r8,(for all nEm and p<c-u, T(A)n(Z,n-XXp)#@}. Let Q= 
{qn In E w} be a countable dense subset of D. If B3, # @, choose an indexing 
{A,InEw}of~3,suchthat,ifAE~,andqE~,then{nEwIA,=Aandq,=q}is 
infinite. Set 1, = (0,O) and choose p0 E 4,. Since Dl, c Z, for all K E Yt,, p0 E Z,. 
We have LYE < (Y, <. . . cofinal with a. For n > 0, by induction, choose pn E r(A,) n 
Z I,K. for some I,, in L, greater than both ln_r and (cr,, 0). 
If %a = @, arbitrarily choose (0,O) = IO < 1, <. . . unbounded in L,, and p,, E Z,,,K,, 
for each n E w. 
Since for each n E w, p,, and pntl are points of X, n Z,,, and X, n ZxP, is open 
in T,, g-‘(X, n Z,J is open in p and there is a continuous h : L, + (X,, p) such 
that, for each n E w, h(l,,) = g-‘(p,) and h(l)~(D,ng~‘(Z,_)) for all 1~[1,,, Z,,+,]. 
To see this, fix n, and observe that for all 1 in the simple interval [I,,, Z,,+r] of L,, 
D, n g-l(ZKn) # @. So there is a nonempty basic open U x V in (D x L,, p) with 
IE V (which is an open interval of L,) and (U x V) c (Xa n gP’(ZK,,)). Since Z,,> 
and hence g-‘(Z,,J is open and connected in Dt, if U x V and U’x V’ are two 
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such open sets with 1 E V n V’, m E U and m’E U’, there is an arc T in g-‘(Z,,,,) 
from (m, 1) to (m’, I) which can be covered by a finite number of ( U x V)‘s. Taking 
U” to be the union of the finitely many such U’s and If” to be the intersection of 
the associated V’s, we have T c (U” x V”) c g-‘(Z& for some open connected U” 
in D and open interval V” of L, containing 1. Since [I,, /,,+,I is homeomorphic to 
[0, l] one can construct h r [l,,, l,,+,] in a finite number of elementary steps; h is 
then the resulting union. 
Recall q,, E Q. Since gP’(X, n Z( K,)) is open and each [I,, Z,+l] is compact, one 
can clearly expand h to a continuous function h* from (X,, p) into (X,, p) such 
that h* is a homeomorphism onto its image, h*(D,) c D, for all 1 E L,, and, for all 
n, h” has the properties that h*((q,, I,)) = g-‘(p,) and, if I, G 1~ I,,,, and h*((O, I)) = 
(w,, l), then there is O< E, < 1 such that h*((z, I)) = (w,+ e,. z, I) E gp’(ZIK,,) for all 
ZED. 
Choose a strictly increasing continuous function k from L, onto [$, 1). Then 
define k*: (X,, p) + (X,, p) as follows. Let k*((z, I)) = h*((z, I)) if Iz 1 s k(l). But if 
z=reie and k( 1) s ) z I< 1, find the positive real numbers a and 6 with 
r-k(l) b-.s,.k(l) 
Iw,+ae’@I=l and p= 
l-k(l) a-s,.k(l)’ 
then define k*((z, I)) = (w, + b e”, I). 
Finally define fa: (X,, p)+(X,, 7,) by fa =go k*. Since k* and g are both 
homeomorphisms, so is fo; since k* 1 D, and g 1 D, are both homotopic to the identity 
foreachZEL,,soisf,.IfnEWandzEDthereisanm>ninwwithIzI<k(Z,). 
So V=({~~DII~ll<k(f,)}x(I,,(a+l,O)))isanopenneighborhoodin(X,+,,p) 
of every (z,qx) with x~[O,l). Since fu(VnX,)=h*(VnX,)cZK,,,cZK,, and 
Zk,, 1 (X,,, -X,) we see that X,,, n Zk,, is open in (X,,, , 7,) for all n E w. Thus 
all of our induction hypotheses, in particular (4), are satisfied. 
Let 7 be the topology on X which has lJac,, T, as a basis. We assume for the 
rest of the paper that X (and its subspaces) have this topology unless otherwise 
mentioned. Clearly X is Hausdorff and each X, - Dco,o) is homeomorphic to (X, - 
Dco,o), p) and is thus a connected metric manifold; X - Dco,oj is not Lindeliif and is 
thus a nonmetric manifold. So our theorem will be proved when we prove that X 
is perfectly normal. 
Suppose A is a closed subset of X. Since each X, is a separable open subset of 
X rrt, containing lJpcU X, , there is a subset A’ of A such that X, n A’ is countable 
but X, n A’ = X,, n A for all cr E wl. Choose a c.u.b. B, in w, such that, for all 
(Y E B,,, A, = K’(X, n A’) c a. Since all n(p) E X,, r(A,) = X, n A’ and A, = a n 
K’(A’) for all a E Bo. Thus by O+ there is a c.u.b. B, in the limits of B. such that 
A, E ~2~~ for all (Y E B,. 
Recall the B3, used in our construction of fe. If (Y E B, and A, E So, then for 
every q E Q and m E w, there is n > m in w with k(l,,) > I q ( such that pn E m(A,) and 
h*((q, l,))=gp’(p,). Thus fa((q, I,,)) =p,, EA for infinitely many n and hence 
((4, a, 0) I q E Q> c A and D(,.o, = A. 
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On the other hand, if CY E B, and A, g Be, there are /3 < CY, b E w, and a set K of 
b terms of 5YW such that r(A,) n (2, -X,) = @. These facts help us to prove: 
Lemma 2. If A is a closed subset of X, there is a c.u.b. E in w, such that either: 
(1) D(a,ol c A for all (Y E E, or 
(2) there is an open U in X with An iI? = @ such that D<,,,, c lJ for all a E E. 
Proof. Define A’, A,, BO, and B, as above. If A, E S3, for uncountably many a E B, , 
we define E = {limits of {(Y E B, IA, E 93,}} and (1) holds. 
So assume that A, S? .9?13, for any (Y E B,. Let B, = {a E o1 [for some y E (0, l), 
A’ n D,,,,, = @ for all x E [0, y)}. 
Claim: B, contains a c.u.b. subset of B, . 
Comment: It is this claim which I do not know how to prove without assuming 
that X has dimension ~3. 
Proof of claim: Otherwise there are /3 E w,, b E w, and a stationary in w, subset 
B, of B, - B2 such that, for all (Y E &, /3 < cy and there is a set K, of b terms of 5Ya 
such that z-(A,) n (.Z,,_ -Xp) = @. 
By induction, define By’ = B3 and, for i E w, Bi = {a! E B:-‘( (Y is a limit of B;-‘}. 
Since B, is stationary and b is finite, we can choose (Y E Bg+‘. Let K = K,, n SVm and 
let 8 = sup{6’< (Y ) K, n R8,# @}. For HE K, let r, denote the ‘r for H’; recall 
that r, is a c.u.b. subset of (Y. Choose LY,, E Bi such that 6 < crO < (Y. 
If HEK, y~l-“, and y’ is the successor of y in r,, then (X,.-X,) n H is 
compact. Thus there is y E (0,l) such that DcuO,xj n H = @ for all x < y and H E K 
with LY,,E r,. Since a,@ B2, there is p E Dlao,xol nZ for some x,cy. If (Y~E r, for 
all H E K, then p E ZKe and, since Z”,, n X, is open and p < LQ, this contradicts 
the fact that T(A,) n (2~~~ -X,) = @. Choose H,, E K such that a,~ r,,. 
By induction, for all i < (b + l), we choose Hi E K and LY~ E Btpi such that 6 < LY~ <
(Y, H, # H, for any j < i, and cri ~4 r,, for any j < i. Since K c K, and K, has only 
b terms, this is clearly impossible. 
Suppose 0s i < b and ~yi and H, have been chosen for all j G i. Let u = 
sup{7 E r,, ) j G i and y < ai}. Then H *=(U{H,lj~i})n(Dx[(a,O),(CY;,O)) is 
compact. Choose a closed disk D” = {z~@j IzIs e}c D large enough so H*c 
f,,+l(D* x [(cr, 0), (a;, O)]). Since (Y, E Bgmi we can choose PO< p, <. . . cofinal with 
LY, from Btpiel such that 6 < PO and (T < &,. For all n E o, choose y,, E (0,l) such 
that D,,,8,,, n H = @ for all x < yn and H E K with P,, E r,. Then choose pn E x n 
DW,,J,,) for some x, E [0, y,,). Since A,, E &,, - S3,,, and {pn 1 n 2 l} c x(A,), there is 
an n such that P,,Gfa,+,(D*x{(P,,,x,,)}). Since 2~~~ is open and n(A,)n 
(2, K, -X0) = @, p,, G Z,,_. Thus there is an HE K with /3,, g r, such that 
J;;,:,(H n ((D - D*) x {(pn, x,)})) # @. So oYitl = P,, and Hi+, = H have the desired 
properties. 
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Our claim is thus proved true: there is a c.u.b. B,c B, c BZ. Returning to the 
proof of Lemma (2), there is /3 E w, and b E OJ and a stationary subset B5 of B4 such 
that, for all a E B,, p < (Y, and there is a set K of b terms of YC, with r(A,) n 
(Z”,-XP)=@. Let A*=m P’(A’-Xp); by O+ there is a c.u.b. B, in w, such that 
(A,-p)=(A*na)Ed_ for all DEB,. Let B = (0) u (closure in w, of B,n B5). 
By Oc there is a c.u.b. C in w, such that, for all CY E C, both C n (Y and Bn a 
are in de. Let E={aEw,I (Y is a limit of both B and C}. 
Recall the construction of Hca*,,,(Bn~r)(C.nn)ahn (which we call H,,,). If LYE E, 
(A* n a, B n a, C n a) E P, and (Y n E = Acar,,,jc8,,,,cc,,,. If (Y is not a limit in E, 
(*) holds. We thus construct H,,, in such a way that for a fixed a and n, Hoan n X, = 
H uan whenever a < p in E. Also, if H,, = LJ {H,,, 1 a < b}, then r(A* n a) n ZH,x,, = 
@; observe that Z,P,l n X,, = ZH,_ n X,, if (Y <p in E. Recall that each HaaOc 
(interior Ha,,). 
Define U = U {ZHel n X, ) (Y E E} - xP. We claim that E and U so defined satisfy 
(2)ofLemma2.ForifpEA-Xp,p~(A’-X~)nX,forsomeaEE.Thusp~ZZH,,, 
and there is an open set in X, containing p and missing ZH.,,; hence p & l? However, 
if a E E and (Y’ is the successor of (Y in E, (Y belongs to the I‘ for H,,,, for all 
a < b; thus Dc,Y,cl)c ZH,, ,,. So Dcu,O)c U for all (Y E E. q 
We now use Lemma 2 to show that X is perfectly normal. 
To prove normality, suppose that A and B are disjoint closed subsets of X. By 
Lemma 2 there is at least one of them, say A, for which there exists a c.u.b. E in 
W, and an open U in X such that A n l? = @ and Dce,ol c U for all (Y E E. For each 
(Y E E, if a’ is the successor of (Y in E, (X0,-J’?,,) is an open metric subspace of X 
and we can find disjoint open sets V, and W,, in (X,,-X,) with An (X0,-x,,) c V, 
and Bn(X,,-X,)c W,.Then W= Uu (U{W,I LY E E}) is an open set containing 
B whose closure misses A. Hence we know that X is normal. 
To prove that closed sets are G6 sets, suppose that A c X is closed and let E be 
the cub. set guaranteed by Lemma 2. 
For all (Y E E with a’ being the successor of a in E, there is a set {V,,, 1 n E co} of 
open subsets of (X,(-X,,) whose intersection is An (X,,-if,). Define V, = 
u Vm. atE 
If (2) holds, then n,,, V, = A; A is thus a G8 set. 
If (1) holds, let B = E. By Oi there is a c.u.b. C in w, such that both B n a and 
C n a belong to &a for all LY E C. Let A = {a E w, 1 a is a limit of both B and C}. 
For all Q E A and n E w we constructed Ha, = H~Bnn~~C.na~n so that H,, n X, = H,, 
whenever (Y < y in A and Dcp,ojn H,, = @ for all p E B and (Y EA. Let W,, = 
u {z,w, n X, I a E A}. Then W, is open in X and, for all p E B, Dcp,ojc W,,. But if 
PEX-uww& E B} and (Y is minimal in A for p E X,, there is an n such that 
P e Hm; hence P @ Z,_ andpgZ,y,cforany y>ainA;hencepff W,.Since B=E, 
f-7 ntw W, =U {D,,-o,lP E El. 
Thus, if (1) holds, for every n E w, W,, u V,, is an open set in X and n { W, u V, I n E 
w} = A. So in every case A is a GS set. Our proof is thus complete. 0 
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